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Testing the United States of America’s legal principle of

After a five-month wait for my US travel

Los Angeles Airport at 8am on the same day, Thursday,

paper but physically I spent about 15 hours in the plane. Such is the confusing reality of space and time, and as

we know from the official Holocaust narrative

that attempts to seek out the truth of a matter needs as much freedom as possible if anything meaningful is to

emerge.

Moral turpitude – what is it? My quest to ask the basic what/when/where/how and why questions so that I can

make some sense of the world around me is a fundamental human right that needs no justification. Self

reflective intelligence, which ideally imbues an individual with civilising qualities

if the asking of questions is intentionally inhi

British Common Law principles recognise this and thus only with reluctance interfere in this process

information gathering, which we observe in action when individuals express their opinions.

In the US the divide between the physical and the men

another person or damages physical property

not physically harming anyone, and should such expression be hurtful and insulting, then tha

matter of defamation where, generally at law, truth is a defence.

Telling the truth cannot be considered to be a wrongful act because truth

immoral because it causes a breach of trust, which in turn

heard of the maxim: trust is good, control is better. A civilized society has a balanced mix of the two so that

human interaction is not unduly impeded.

In the USA, the world’s powerhouse since World War

are fracturing. Especially since the 9/11 insider job was pulled off things are rapidly

state-sanctioned suspicion against the Islamic world

governments is tearing communities apart.

All things are up for grabs and nothing is certain, not even

guaranteed anymore. Ironically, financial fraudster, Bernie Maddoff, whose Ponzi

financial ruin, feels safe within the prison confines where he is to spend the rest of his life

President Barak Obama pardons him, as did Pr

House.

And thus for those who for a lifetime managed to sail through life by throwing money at their personal and

professional problems there is now

democracies, in the US the stabilising middle class has been systematically decimated. What remains is poor

people who service the rich people’s needs.

existential concerns and not with the asking of uncomfortab

which make up an individual’s Weltanschauung

So, when I emerged from my three-mon

in Melbourne I was pleasantly surprised

prisons as a criminal matter. In Austria, Germany and other European countries

predominates and hatred against Germans flourishes

Two history. In these countries the law against so

to bridge the gap between moral turpitude and defamation

done by claiming that anyone who challenges the ‘Holocaust’ narrative insults and is causing hurt to ‘Holocaust

survivors’.
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Fredrick Töben reports:

Testing the United States of America’s legal principle of

Moral Turpitude
travel visa on 17 June around 7am I finally departed Australia and arrived at

the same day, Thursday, 17 June 2010. Yes, the trip

paper but physically I spent about 15 hours in the plane. Such is the confusing reality of space and time, and as

we know from the official Holocaust narrative when you add memory to those two concepts,

that attempts to seek out the truth of a matter needs as much freedom as possible if anything meaningful is to

what is it? My quest to ask the basic what/when/where/how and why questions so that I can

ense of the world around me is a fundamental human right that needs no justification. Self

ideally imbues an individual with civilising qualities, cannot

if the asking of questions is intentionally inhibited.

British Common Law principles recognise this and thus only with reluctance interfere in this process

, which we observe in action when individuals express their opinions.

In the US the divide between the physical and the mental world is specific: Any person that physically hurts

or damages physical property is accused of moral turpitude. Anyone who expresses opinions is

not physically harming anyone, and should such expression be hurtful and insulting, then tha

matter of defamation where, generally at law, truth is a defence.

Telling the truth cannot be considered to be a wrongful act because truth-telling is a moral virtue, while lying is

immoral because it causes a breach of trust, which in turn causes relationships to break down

heard of the maxim: trust is good, control is better. A civilized society has a balanced mix of the two so that

human interaction is not unduly impeded.

In the USA, the world’s powerhouse since World War Two, things are markedly mutating to where communities

/11 insider job was pulled off things are rapidly fall

the Islamic world and the absence of trust bet

is tearing communities apart.

All things are up for grabs and nothing is certain, not even that ultimate backstop,

guaranteed anymore. Ironically, financial fraudster, Bernie Maddoff, whose Ponzi scheme threw millions into

financial ruin, feels safe within the prison confines where he is to spend the rest of his life

President Barak Obama pardons him, as did President Bill Clinton pardon Marc Rich on his exit from the White

those who for a lifetime managed to sail through life by throwing money at their personal and

there is now existential uncertainty. As in Australia and elsewhere in the western

in the US the stabilising middle class has been systematically decimated. What remains is poor

people who service the rich people’s needs. These social sectors are mainly concerned with

the asking of uncomfortable questions that seek to clarify problematic matters

which make up an individual’s Weltanschauung-world view.

month prison stint and submitted my US visa application

pleasantly surprised that the US authorities did not regard my having

n Austria, Germany and other European countries

predominates and hatred against Germans flourishes, it is a criminal matter to quest

. In these countries the law against so-called ‘Holocaust denial’ is a perversion because it attempts

to bridge the gap between moral turpitude and defamation by criminalizing the expression of opinions

claiming that anyone who challenges the ‘Holocaust’ narrative insults and is causing hurt to ‘Holocaust
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______________________________________________________________________________________

Testing the United States of America’s legal principle of

I finally departed Australia and arrived at

es, the trip took just over one hour on

paper but physically I spent about 15 hours in the plane. Such is the confusing reality of space and time, and as

when you add memory to those two concepts, then any question

that attempts to seek out the truth of a matter needs as much freedom as possible if anything meaningful is to

what is it? My quest to ask the basic what/when/where/how and why questions so that I can

ense of the world around me is a fundamental human right that needs no justification. Self-

cannot reach full development

British Common Law principles recognise this and thus only with reluctance interfere in this process of

, which we observe in action when individuals express their opinions.

tal world is specific: Any person that physically hurts

is accused of moral turpitude. Anyone who expresses opinions is

not physically harming anyone, and should such expression be hurtful and insulting, then that becomes a

telling is a moral virtue, while lying is

causes relationships to break down – and we have all

heard of the maxim: trust is good, control is better. A civilized society has a balanced mix of the two so that

Two, things are markedly mutating to where communities

falling apart because official

between states and federal

that ultimate backstop, financial security, is

scheme threw millions into

financial ruin, feels safe within the prison confines where he is to spend the rest of his life – unless, of course

Rich on his exit from the White

those who for a lifetime managed to sail through life by throwing money at their personal and

existential uncertainty. As in Australia and elsewhere in the western

in the US the stabilising middle class has been systematically decimated. What remains is poor

are mainly concerned with pragmatic

le questions that seek to clarify problematic matters

visa application to the Consulate

my having spent time in five

n Austria, Germany and other European countries, where Jewish influence

, it is a criminal matter to question aspects of World War

called ‘Holocaust denial’ is a perversion because it attempts

by criminalizing the expression of opinions. This is

claiming that anyone who challenges the ‘Holocaust’ narrative insults and is causing hurt to ‘Holocaust



It is the only historical event that the so

western democracies have excised from rational

debate. Why?

The mere asking this question is considered to be

offensive to those who have become accustomed

getting their way in the eternal ‘battle

and a pathetic and tyrannical playing

succeeds in twisting our understanding of history, in

particular the complexities that make up World War

Two.

Visiting friends in the USA

For once I travelled without attending

and so I was able merely to observe a country where

everything is done in big style. Imagine, Australia

has about 22 million people, which is just over the

population size of the State of Texas.

My first stop was Washington where

Press and The Barnes Review are at home

where Willis Carto launched my book

Gaol. It always amazes me how Willis Carto

the time to smile and philosophically reflects on his

fifty-years’ work, of having nurtured individuals who

then all too often did not have the character strength

nor the mental maturity to remain upright and

in their person – often yielding to temptation and

then so unnecessarily becoming ‘the enemy within’

Carto’s enterprise.

Elisabeth and Willis Carto are a couple that have

stood the test of time and it is a delight

reflect on their fifty years of togetherness, of

resisting the forces that were out to destroy them. I

still cannot grasp that when the IHR was ‘legally’

stolen from them it was a Revisionist

loaded pistol at Elisabeth’s head – and Elisabeth in

her typical fearless resolve goaded the man to pull

the trigger, which he did not. Moral turpitude?

On 22 June 2010 in the TBR/AFP Office, Washington

Willis Carto officially launches my book that details

how the 2004 German-issued European Arrest

Warrant failed in November 2008 in a London court

because as yet Common Law does not criminalize the

expression of opinions. The EAW had three boxes

It is the only historical event that the so-called

western democracies have excised from rational

considered to be

offensive to those who have become accustomed to

getting their way in the eternal ‘battle-of-the-wills’,

and a pathetic and tyrannical playing-the-victim

succeeds in twisting our understanding of history, in

particular the complexities that make up World War

Visiting friends in the USA

ing a conference

was able merely to observe a country where

Imagine, Australia

has about 22 million people, which is just over the

first stop was Washington where American Free

are at home, and

launched my book 50 Days in

It always amazes me how Willis Carto still finds

the time to smile and philosophically reflects on his

work, of having nurtured individuals who

then all too often did not have the character strength

ntal maturity to remain upright and secure

yielding to temptation and

becoming ‘the enemy within’

Elisabeth and Willis Carto are a couple that have

stood the test of time and it is a delight to hear them

reflect on their fifty years of togetherness, of

resisting the forces that were out to destroy them. I

when the IHR was ‘legally’

a Revisionist who pointed a

and Elisabeth in

her typical fearless resolve goaded the man to pull

Moral turpitude?

TBR/AFP Office, Washington,

to officially launches my book that details

issued European Arrest

in a London court

because as yet Common Law does not criminalize the

The EAW had three boxes

ticked: racism, xenophobia and cyber

which made sense to the judge hearing the matter.

*

Our attendance at the Baltimore Andre Rieu concert

enabled me to feel for the audience that came from

afar to enjoy classical music. It was mainly elderly

Europeans who made their way into the huge arena.

And this phenomenon I n

elderly Europeans serving or supervising in

supermarkets, department stores, at car service

stations, and other public events.

Admittedly I was in the USA during the summer

vacation period and the younger generation would be

holidaying, though in the usual fast

noticed the young predominated.

Andre Rieu and his Johann Strauss Orchestra in

Celebration of Music Tour at the Mariner Arena

Baltimore.

At the Florentine Restaurant in Baltimore we enjoyed

a delightful meal and celebrated Father’s Day

restaurant memento, a photo.

Willis Carto, me, Stan Ritte

author of an informative book with the provocative

title taken from John 20:19: “

obtainable from: The Exhorters, Inc, PO Box 492,

Vienna, Virginia 22180, USA.

That’s Elisabeth Carto with
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ticked: racism, xenophobia and cyber-crime, none of

udge hearing the matter.

*

Our attendance at the Baltimore Andre Rieu concert

enabled me to feel for the audience that came from

afar to enjoy classical music. It was mainly elderly

Europeans who made their way into the huge arena.

And this phenomenon I noticed again and again –

elderly Europeans serving or supervising in

supermarkets, department stores, at car service

stations, and other public events.

Admittedly I was in the USA during the summer

vacation period and the younger generation would be

aying, though in the usual fast-food outlets I

noticed the young predominated.

Andre Rieu and his Johann Strauss Orchestra in

Celebration of Music Tour at the Mariner Arena,

At the Florentine Restaurant in Baltimore we enjoyed

celebrated Father’s Day with a

, a photo. L to r: Elisabeth and

Rittenhouse. The latter is the

author of an informative book with the provocative

title taken from John 20:19: “For Fear of the Jews”,

obtainable from: The Exhorters, Inc, PO Box 492,

Vienna, Virginia 22180, USA.

That’s Elisabeth Carto with Hasso!



From Willis Carto I received a signed copy of

Florentine S Rost Van Tonningen’s

Tragedy. Some Personal Remembrances of Dutch

and European History in the 20th Century

learned that this lady at over 80 had to face home

eviction on account of a Revisionist calling in a

financial loan that was to have enabled her to remain

within her home until her death. Yes, the Cartos are

a wealth of information about individuals who crossed

their paths…

*

Prior to my leaving for the US I hosted

author, Amelia Aremia, who had come to Australia to

show the political flag of constitutional activism. Her

premise is that the US Constitution needs to be re

activated and most certainly saved from those who

wish to dismantle it. Primarily it’s a battle over

First and Second Amendments, namely free

expression and the right to bear arms. For her

pulling of the race card in order to win a battle

the-wills is a waste of energy that merely benefits

those who have made it an industry to thrive on

accusing their opponents to be ‘racists’. Well do I

know that kind of mechanism from my 16

with those who believe in the ‘Holocaust’ and who

label individuals that refuse to believe

‘Holocaust’ narrative as ‘racists’, ‘antisemites’, etc.

My return-visit at Raleigh, North Carolina,

me to experience ‘condo-living’, those managed

housing estates nestling within luscious wooded

areas, mainly oak and pine trees, but where you

would be lost without a car.

A view from the kitchen window, in the foreground

the feeding trough for the humming birds an

distance watching a dog on a leash

avoiding areas that have been pepper-

My visiting the new NC Arts Museum

impress. Especially the modern art display seems

me to be a celebration of degeneration, perhaps

received a signed copy of

Florentine S Rost Van Tonningen’s Triumph And

Tragedy. Some Personal Remembrances of Dutch

Century, where I

learned that this lady at over 80 had to face home

eviction on account of a Revisionist calling in a

financial loan that was to have enabled her to remain

within her home until her death. Yes, the Cartos are

wealth of information about individuals who crossed

I hosted in Adelaide

who had come to Australia to

show the political flag of constitutional activism. Her

Constitution needs to be re-

activated and most certainly saved from those who

it’s a battle over the

First and Second Amendments, namely free

expression and the right to bear arms. For her the

er to win a battle-of-

is a waste of energy that merely benefits

those who have made it an industry to thrive on

accusing their opponents to be ‘racists’. Well do I

know that kind of mechanism from my 16-year battle

‘Holocaust’ and who

fuse to believe in the

as ‘racists’, ‘antisemites’, etc.

t Raleigh, North Carolina, enabled

living’, those managed

luscious wooded

areas, mainly oak and pine trees, but where you

window, in the foreground

the feeding trough for the humming birds and in the

on a leash exercising and

-sprayed.

My visiting the new NC Arts Museum did not really

ly the modern art display seems to

me to be a celebration of degeneration, perhaps

more so an insult to one’s senses and intelligence. I’ll

leave it at that.

What is one to make of this piece of modern art?

Visiting the Farmers’ Market re

also happening in Australia: farmers coming to the

city and directly selling their

reduced price.

A visit to the Governor’s residence, the C

clinched a first for me – viewing a

Washington clad in a Roman toga!

George Washington wearing a toga

more info on this, please Google…

… and what’s this about? Colonial Dames of America?

Don’t know? Google it!
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more so an insult to one’s senses and intelligence. I’ll

What is one to make of this piece of modern art?

Visiting the Farmers’ Market reminded me of what is

in Australia: farmers coming to the

city and directly selling their fresh produce at some

’s residence, the Capitol,

viewing a statute of George

Washington clad in a Roman toga!

wearing a toga – if you want

more info on this, please Google…

Colonial Dames of America?
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Raleigh resident Mrs Amelia Aremia points out that ‘Restore public trust in government’ at No 7 should be the

first on North Carolina Governor Perdue’s priority list.

A brief visit to Shaw University, the oldest Afro-

American university in the USA, caused me to think

of Noel Pearson up in the Cape country who is doing

good educational work there without falling into the

dependent trap where scape-goating and playing the

victim deflects from hard work.

*

Our visit to the State of Tennessee also resonated

with me because at Pidgeon Forge I knew there live

two ladies, Ingrid Rimland-Zündel and Dolly Parton.

Unfortunately we did not have time to visit either,

and instead visited the National Knife Museum and a

wilderness shopping centre where the grand design

of America’s wild-wild west emerges so effortlessly.

Sadly, now boats and other items are still in some

measure made in the USA but most produce comes

from Asia, mainly China. The effect this has on the

local economy is everywhere to see.

At one motel we saw Federal Police Agents manning

helicopters to spy out from the air those green leaves

that give so much pleasure to individuals looking for

a high, while the local Tennessee police follow up

with ground patrols with that usual slash-and-burn

action.

Federal Agents about to head off into the Smokies

looking for that green grass.



While in Tennessee our main focus was not fo

the moonshine industry which apparently still exists,

nor the drug trails, but a drive through a nature

reserve, Caden Cove. It’s here that the frontier life

style is preserved and where some wild game can

still be observed.

As far as television is concerned nothing much as

changed since I first visited the USA in 1970. The

trivia and the entertaining and the informing

programs have become slicker, if there is such a

word to describe the infotainment material that fills

the channels 24-hour a day. I would not like to be a

TV programmer because it’s not easy to fill all time

slots with appropriate material.

It bothered me somewhat to surf through those

countless TV channels, then to see a husband

preacher team, Peter Popoff Ministries, offering

miracle holy water that ensures ‘God wipes your

debt’. I thought such story-telling, and there were

numerous individuals who gave witness to a fulfilled

miracle, is rather immoral because it is a praying on

the vulnerable. Much like those who have a terminal

illness, any ray of hope is welcomed by those facing

bankruptcy and/or foreclosure on their homes, and

where holy water and advice in books is

guarantee a debt-free life-style.

Or, we have the alleged ‘Holocaust survi

likewise tell their tales, as did Herman Rosenblat for

a decade strutting his lies on the US talk

circuit. Does a believer lie when he imagines things

that factually are not true? Read my book at pages

437-39 and find out.

I saw a Rev Louis Farrakhan video on TNC 22
wherein he advertises an interesting
Secret Relations Between Blacks and Jews

having read it I assume it is modelled on Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn’s book: Zweihundert Jahre zusammen.

Die Juden in der Sowjetunion, a book
has not been translated into English. However a
review of it is available in the September/October
2008 edition of The Barnes Review, a must
anyone who wishes to gain a detailed understanding
of how Talmudic thinking is still alive a
today’s global political climate.
http://www.barnesreview.org/html/2008.html

I am never bored because there is always something

to do – read books, such as: Anatoly T Fomenko’s

2003 published History: Fiction or Science?

Chang’s 2009 The Shadow Money Lenders: The End of

the US Dollar Hegemony; James W Loewen’s 2007

was not following

which apparently still exists,

through a nature

the frontier life-

style is preserved and where some wild game can

As far as television is concerned nothing much as

changed since I first visited the USA in 1970. The

trivia and the entertaining and the informing

programs have become slicker, if there is such a

word to describe the infotainment material that fills

hour a day. I would not like to be a

TV programmer because it’s not easy to fill all time

It bothered me somewhat to surf through those

ess TV channels, then to see a husband-wife

opoff Ministries, offering

miracle holy water that ensures ‘God wipes your

telling, and there were

numerous individuals who gave witness to a fulfilled

miracle, is rather immoral because it is a praying on

ike those who have a terminal

illness, any ray of hope is welcomed by those facing

bankruptcy and/or foreclosure on their homes, and

where holy water and advice in books is said to

Or, we have the alleged ‘Holocaust survivors’ who

Herman Rosenblat for

a decade strutting his lies on the US talk-show

Does a believer lie when he imagines things

that factually are not true? Read my book at pages

Farrakhan video on TNC 22
an interesting book: The

Secret Relations Between Blacks and Jews. Not
modelled on Aleksandr

Zweihundert Jahre zusammen.

, a book that to date
has not been translated into English. However a

the September/October
a must-read for

anyone who wishes to gain a detailed understanding
of how Talmudic thinking is still alive and well in

http://www.barnesreview.org/html/2008.html

here is always something

books, such as: Anatoly T Fomenko’s

History: Fiction or Science?; Matthias

The Shadow Money Lenders: The End of

; James W Loewen’s 2007

Lies my Teacher Told Me; David M Crowe’s 2008

Holocaust: Roots, History, and Aftermath

latest from Revisionists Jürgen Graf, Thomas Kues,

Carlo Mattogno: Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda And

Reality obtainable from Revisi

powerhouse TBR, PO Box 15877, Washington, D.C.

20003. Email: TBRca@aol.com

***

Although it was holiday time legendary Charleston in

South Carolina was for me a quiet tourist city. We

stayed at the Fulton Lane Inn and had lunch at the

legendary 82 Queens restaurant, both establishments

are somewhat reminiscent of

hospitality. This contrasted sharply when we

completed the tourist circuit at the Market and

headed for the structure that marks what the USA is

known for – gigantic developments.

In Charleston, South Carolina, we cross a massive

bridge next to the fourth-largest container port in the

USA.

Here there is a free trade zone development

that unfortunately also feel

pinch. But even this downturn will not stop

developments, though I heard that the latest Danish

super container ship just completed was immediately

mothballed for lack of work prospects.

*

From the Carolina’s and Tennessee

Lone Star State of TEXAS. At its capital, Austin, it

meeting up again with James Damon who

2006-7 Revisionists trials in

Horst Mahler and Germar Rudolf

translations of Günter Deckert’s written

of these historic modern witch
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; David M Crowe’s 2008 The

Holocaust: Roots, History, and Aftermath; and the

Revisionists Jürgen Graf, Thomas Kues,

Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda And

from Revisionist publishing

powerhouse TBR, PO Box 15877, Washington, D.C.

TBRca@aol.com

***

Although it was holiday time legendary Charleston in

South Carolina was for me a quiet tourist city. We

stayed at the Fulton Lane Inn and had lunch at the

legendary 82 Queens restaurant, both establishments

are somewhat reminiscent of quaint European-style

hospitality. This contrasted sharply when we

completed the tourist circuit at the Market and

headed for the structure that marks what the USA is

gigantic developments.

In Charleston, South Carolina, we cross a massive

largest container port in the

trade zone development area

feels the current economic

pinch. But even this downturn will not stop

developments, though I heard that the latest Danish

just completed was immediately

mothballed for lack of work prospects.

*

and Tennessee I travel to the

Lone Star State of TEXAS. At its capital, Austin, it’s

meeting up again with James Damon who, during the

Revisionists trials in Germany of Sylvia Stolz,

Horst Mahler and Germar Rudolf, quickly offered

nter Deckert’s written court reports

of these historic modern witch-trials.



The Austin Five in the German Biergarten

Discussion never ended because when individuals of

similar age and interest come together there is much

to talk about. For me such meetings spell out what is

so essential for me personally: A free and open

exchange of ideas and opinions on any topic,

concrete or abstract. It’s not always matters

‘Holocaust’, of course, but inevitably we always fall

back on this classic fairy tale for some amusement.

A group photo of the Austin Five

My travel ticket is issued by Qantas/American Airlines

and so although I could hop across from Austin to

Houston and to Lafayette, I needed always to return

to AA’s hub airport, which is Dallas/Fort Worth,

before continuing on with my journey.

Dallas, of course, is famous for the 22 November

1963 assassination of America’s 35th

president, 43-yearold John F Kennedy. The official

conspiracy theory that Oswald did the job is another

Houston has two airports, the international Bush and the regional Hobby airports. At Hobby I observed an

informative display that made Houston world famous as a space exploration centre.

German Biergarten: Christiane, me, Ray, Carolyn and

because when individuals of

similar age and interest come together there is much

etings spell out what is

so essential for me personally: A free and open

exchange of ideas and opinions on any topic,

It’s not always matters

‘Holocaust’, of course, but inevitably we always fall

back on this classic fairy tale for some amusement.

What a pleasure it was for me to note that another

perspective on Auschwitz in book

available – Carolyn Yeager

Underground Guided Tour. What the Tour guides

Don’t Tell You at Auschwitz

TBR, PO Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003. E

TBRca@aol.com

the Austin Five A drive in a Jeep - about to go somewhere …?!

***

Qantas/American Airlines

and so although I could hop across from Austin to

Houston and to Lafayette, I needed always to return

to AA’s hub airport, which is Dallas/Fort Worth,

before continuing on with my journey.

course, is famous for the 22 November
th and youngest

yearold John F Kennedy. The official

conspiracy theory that Oswald did the job is another

example in a long line of

crashing down so noticeably when the 2003 Weapons

of Mass Destruction lie was used as a pretext to

invade Iraq. The daddy of them all is, of course the

‘Holocaust’ lies that justify the existence of the State

of Israel, and as in all cases where anyone challenges

the official conspiracy theory, legal persecution is

used to silence individuals who refuse to believe in

the official lie.

as two airports, the international Bush and the regional Hobby airports. At Hobby I observed an

informative display that made Houston world famous as a space exploration centre.
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: Christiane, me, Ray, Carolyn and James.

What a pleasure it was for me to note that another

perspective on Auschwitz in book-form is now

Carolyn Yeager’s 48-page Auschwitz: The

Underground Guided Tour. What the Tour guides

Don’t Tell You at Auschwitz-Birkenau, published by

TBR, PO Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003. Email:

about to go somewhere …?!

example in a long line of insider jobs that came

o noticeably when the 2003 Weapons

of Mass Destruction lie was used as a pretext to

invade Iraq. The daddy of them all is, of course the

‘Holocaust’ lies that justify the existence of the State

of Israel, and as in all cases where anyone challenges

icial conspiracy theory, legal persecution is

used to silence individuals who refuse to believe in

as two airports, the international Bush and the regional Hobby airports. At Hobby I observed an
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My next stop is Spring, a residential city-suburb of

the larger City of Houston where I spend time at the

home of Gretchen and Captain Eric May, Commander

of Ghost Troups, the legendary whistle-blower

organisation that since 2003 tracks any unpublicised

security and troup movement, etc., which could go

live as did the event we now know as 9:11. Please

view:http://www.amfirstbooks.com/IntroPages/Too

lBarTopics/Articles/Featured_Authors/may,_captain

_eric/Capt._Eric_H._May_index.html

My Captain Eric May and me!

Captain Eric May, still chirpy and with a glint in his eyes that sustained him during those days when he would do

a hundred press-ups on his bare knuckles, still refuses to fixate on the pity-pot that so many individuals with a

less severe fate so readily embrace. He cannot move his body at all but still has full body sensation, and with his

eyes he can use a computer and write his missives.

Captain May is to military intelligence what Stephen

Hawking is to science. Captain May should also

receive the Presidential Medal of Freedom that US

President Barack Obama presented to Hawking on 12

August 2009.

Gretchen, his wife, is juggling a legal career with that

of attending to her husband 24-hours a day, and

then she still refuses to play the victim and claims

that sitting on the pity-pot is a waste of time.

Gretchen is an admirable woman who reminds me of

Amelia Aremia who lost her husband and daughter

within a year. In both instances there is one common

denominator: both women refuse to cry foul and

adopt destructive feminist impulses by pulling out the

victim card and blaming their men for the hurt and

suffering coming their way, as we have seen in

abundance in matters ‘Holocaust’.

Then there is the other factor: both have an

extensive extended family around them, something

we have lost in our consumer-oriented society, and

which I hope will soon return as the destructive

predatory financial impulses are rejected by

individuals emerging from the next generation that is

following in our footsteps.

*

Captain May predicted the ‘quicksand war’ in Iraq
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Captain May at Cindy Sheehan's Camp Casey outside
the Bush ranch in Crawford, Texas, in August 2005.

Captain May soon realized 9/11 and 7/7 were insider

jobs to enable the New World Order.

***

From Houston it’s off to Lafayette, Louisiana, via Dallas/Fort Worth.

Security is tight at US airports, even at boarding

gates; shoes must be taken off by all passengers.

To my surprise I saw Immigration Officers setting up

a frisking stand just before passengers entered the

boarding gate. I saw one gentleman’s body language

expressing annoyance at having to submit to this

security procedure.

When it was my turn to board I walked right up to

the gentlemen and offered to be frisked, and one of

the officers expressed surprise: “We haven’t had

anyone ever volunteer for this”, he said, and I

commented on how I have a clear conscience!

***

At Lafayette I meet up with Dr Hesham Tillawi who

had just returned a day before from his visit to

Palestine. He has been in the business of defending

Palestinians’ rights for over 30 years. Three years

ago I visited Dr Tillawi at Lafayette, Louisiana.

His Current Issues program screens live on local

community cable television and on the Internet. It

makes classic viewing for those who care about truth

and justice, especially after the 9:11 tragedy –

http://www.ustream.tv/channel/current-issues

Left pic: On 29 July 2010 a couple of smoothies enjoy a Smoothie drink at a healthfood shop within the Louisiana

University complex. Now watch them in action at: http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/8594949

Right pic: After the show it’s off to a Chinese Restaurant

for a Chinese meal with numerous helpings…anyone eating

in Lafayette is here well served, and both Hesham and I

needed to have our first and only meal of the day, and

especially after completing the program Current Issues,

we deserved to have a treat. And so my US journey comes

to an end. A basic impression that emerges after spending

nearly seven weeks in the country is that it is a wealthy

country but that mentally there is a negative foreign

element present.

It is forcing Americans into a confrontation which the

average American of whatever background doesn’t really

wish. Just as Dr Tillawi does, Dr David Duke explains it

clearly in his brief comment on You Tube where he also

raises the Oliver Stone controversy, at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXQGyG2Ahos.

____________________________________________________________


